Complete Reports List
Patients
Admission Trends

Shows the number of patient and service admissions in a trended fashion. It offers sorting by
Disease Class, Payer, Payer Class, Program, Referrer, Service and Town.

Authorization

A status report showing the details of authorizations obtained from payers. It can also be used:



as a tickler report to review payer authorizations that are due to be reauthorized



to locate authorizations that have been attempted but not yet granted

Census

Provides clinical details and contact information for patients on an organization’s census, for
use by on-call staff who must respond to phone calls during non-business hours and who
need access to current information about each patient.

Census Statistics

Provides statistics about patients on an organization’s census, including each patient’s days
on service and the average number of patients on service at any point in time.

Discharge Trends

Provides statistics about discharges from a home care organization, broken down by site and
trended by month of discharge. It offers sorting by Disease Class, Payer, Payer Class,
Program, Referrer, Service and Town.

Insurance Verification

Identifies verifications that are incomplete (attempted but not confirmed), and serves as a
tickler report of patient payers who are due to be re-verified.

Medication Profile

Includes a list of medications for a given patient, formatted such that it can be given to the
patient or to other providers involved in the patient’s care..

Medication Profile Activity
Log

Presents a record of Medication Profile activity for a single patient, including updates, DUR
screenings, and alerts presented.

No Go Referrals

Provides information regarding the patients who were referred but not admitted, and the
corresponding reasons.

Notes

Prints selected notes for selected patients, in a variety of different sort orders. It can be used:



as a tickler report to remind the user of notes requiring follow-up



to print daily notes entered by a specific clinician for each patient (the clinician then
signs the notes and files them in the patient’s paper chart)

Patients (with No) Activity

Provides an alphabetical listing of patients who have not received any visits or other activity
within a user-specified number of days of the date that the report is run.

Patient Calendar

Produces a one-month calendar of visits scheduled for a patient, including the time and staff
person assigned to each visit.

Patient Discharge

Allows analysis of discharged patients by any given date or other relevant characteristic, such
as length of stay and discharge reason.

Patient Education Monograph Provides drug information to a patient to supplement oral counseling. Can be printed following
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a DUR scan for a patient
Patient Export

Enables you to view the contents of the file that is created when you export patient data. The
report includes the patient’s name, site, SSN, address, and discharge date.

Patient List

Lists basic patient data sorted in any of the following ways:
Patient List by Disease Class
Patient List by Name
Patient List by Physician
Patient List by Primary Payer
Patient List by Referral Type
Patient List by Service Type
Provides subtotals, grand totals, and average age. There are no complex algorithms in this
report - just simple lists and totals of key information selected and sorted in useful ways.
Wherever possible, only one line per patient is listed.

Patient Medical Record

Allows printing of all or selected sections of the patient medical record, including patient
demographic, case, clinical, services, and payer data. This report facilitates HIPAA
compliance by providing a means of producing the patient’s medical record in an easily
readable concise format.

Patient Medical Record
Summary

Serves as a single-page "face sheet" for a patient's chart or review by a clinician visiting a
patient.

Patients / Visits by Payer
Class

Lists payer class, number of patients, and number of visits within the reporting date range.
Used for home health agency state reporting requirements.

Patients by Town and Age

Lists number of patients in specific age groups by town within the reporting date range. Used
for home health agency state reporting requirements.

Patients with Invalid
Diagnoses

Identifies patients with invalid (discontinued) diagnosis codes assigned.

Payer Admission/Discharge
Summary

Helps you meet reporting requirements you may have for selected payers. Provides a list of
patients that were admitted (or No-Go’ed), discharged, or are currently on service for a given
payer.

Progress Note

Prints a single Patient Progress Note. This feature is different from the Progress Notes Report
because, for Progress Notes, it prints a single note on a page with a place for the others on
the care team to initial or sign and date it. This allows the team to exhibit continuity of care, a
quality for which JCAHO surveyors look.

Documents
All Orders by Mail Date

Lists all open 485 documents and highlights the Order date, Mailed date, and Completion
date.

Certification Due

Lists all open 485 documents that are due to be renewed on or before a specified date.

Document Follow-up

Shows documents which have missing reviews or signatures based upon defined checkpoints.

Outstanding Orders by
Physician

Lists all open 485 documents and examines the amount of time it took to mail the document to
the physician, and the duration for which the document has gone unsigned.

Schedules
Home Health Staffing Data

Lists staff member disciplines; the total staff, patients, and visits within a discipline; FTE; and
the average cost per visit, along with totals.
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Patient Care Schedule

Displays all visits scheduled for a patient during a one-week period, with each staff person
listed on a separate line. Especially useful for sites providing extended care, in which several
staff members visit a patient in a given week.

Staff Calendar

Displays a calendar of all visits scheduled for a staff person for a specified period.

Staff Productivity

Analyzes the number of days worked, number of visits performed, and average number of
visits per day for each staff person.

Staff Schedule

Lists all the visits scheduled for one or more staff for a specified period. If run for multiple staff,
each staff member’s schedule begins on a new page. This report can also:



list unfilled visits (those not assigned to a staff person)



show visits that were scheduled, but have not been approved

HomecareNet
Mobile
HomecareNet Mobile Forms

Allows you to print a list of forms produced as a result of encounters performed on
HomecareNet Mobile.

Orders
Compound Edit

Reports the inventory used during the mixing of one or more Rxs as well as the associated
costs for each inventory item.

Compound Posting

Provides an audit trail of the quantity and costs of inventory relieved for each Rx or mixing
session.

Controlled Substances

Reports all prescriptions that include Schedule drugs but have missing information, so that
they may be corrected prior to creating a submission file for the State Board of Pharmacy.
(This report is state-specific.)

Delivery Edit

Supports the review of quantities, lot numbers, and expiration dates of goods delivered on a
Delivery Slip prior to posting it for billing and inventory relief.

Delivery Posting

Provides an audit trail of the quantity and costs of inventory relieved for each Delivery Slip.

Drug Class / Item Rx

Lists Rxs meeting date criteria and/or containing specific drugs or drug classes.

Incomplete Visit Orders

Reports details of any visit orders that have not been fully scheduled.

Mixing

Documents the components, mixing instructions, and the suggested inventory sizes for
compounding a specific Rx.

Outstanding Delivery Slips

Illustrates the status of each Delivery Slip and highlights Delivery Slips not yet sent to billing.

Rx Audit

Lists Rxs filled during a specified date range for purposes of a daily prescription log.

Pharmacy Month End

Identifies Rx or Supply orders that need to be placed on a Delivery Slip, confirmed as
compounded, or refilled.

Rx Refill Due

Identifies Rxs requiring a refill.

Materials
Count Sheets

Lists information about drugs and supplies to be counted, for purposes of recording physical
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inventory count results.
DME History

Lists DME items by type of item and serial number with the ability to report historical
placement by item.

DME Maintenance

Supports the monitoring of equipment maintenance activity. Can provide a list of DME items
that are due for maintenance, or list historical maintenance activity.

Inventory Activity

Reports inventory activity (issuances, receipts, adjustments) within a selected period to see
total activity in terms of quantity and dollar, summarized by adjustment reason.

Inventory Adjustments Edit

Supports the review of inventory transactions for final approval before posting

Inventory Adjustments
Posting

Provides an audit trail of posted inventory transactions.

Inventory Count Entry Edit

Calculates the variance between the on-hand balance and physical count of each item, with a
valuation of the cost of the difference. Used to review physical count results before making
adjustments to on-hand balances in HomecareNet.

Inventory Count Entry
Posting

Provides an audit trail of posted physical inventory adjustments.

Inventory Pricing

Displays relationship of the contents of the Drug and/or Supply lists to charge groups, charge
classes, charge methods, and charge codes in a way that permits verification of pricing
relationships and identification of inventory items without prices.

Inventory Receipts Edit

Provides the opportunity to review all inventory transactions for final approval before any
receipts are posted that may affect inventory balances.

Inventory Receipts Posting

Provides an audit trail of posted inventory transactions.

Inventory Valuation

Evaluates the total value of on-hand inventory (on-hand inventory balances valued at the cost
associated with each item).

Patient DME

Lists patients and the DME items assigned to them.

Recalled Materials

Lists patients, addresses, delivery dates and/or bin locations for recalled drugs, supplies, or
oxygen.

Reorder Report

Enables you to determine which inventory items have a quantity below threshold values that
you have established. In order for this report to identify a reorder quantity, you must establish
a reorder point and a fill point.

Charges
Charge Edit

Provides a detail of each pending (unposted) charge transaction, which is used to verify the
accuracy of all the transactions entered before they are approved for billing. The report may
be sorted by staff, patient, or delivery slip, depending on the type of charges being reviewed.
Optional sections include staff and travel information, drug information, and actual usage
information.

Charge Posting

Provides an audit trail of charges posted to Billing and available as unbilled revenue. Can be
printed when approving/posting a batch of charges.

Charge Summary for Payers

Helps you meet reporting requirements you may have for selected payers. It provides a list of
delivery slips that were shipped to patients covered by specific payers during a reporting
period and for an amount equal to or greater than a specified dollar amount (e.g. $10,000).
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Episode Visit Counts

Reports the number of visits by episode for Medicare PPS patients.

Per Diem Billing Gap

For each patient service matching the selection criteria and at least one per diem charge item,
the report will display the days on which there was no per diem charge for that service. The
report will not count time in which the service was interrupted.
This report is useful for identifying gaps in per diem billing.

Utilization

Reports the number of visits and total charges by Charge Class within a reporting period.

Volunteer Visit Summary

Used by hospice organizations, reports the number of visits performed by staff categorized as
volunteers.

Bills
Billing Rejection Log

This pre-billing error log lists patients for whom the system detects a billing rejection condition.
Such conditions include an invalid or missing diagnosis, policy number, service date, billing
code.

Claims Approval

Provides an audit trail of claims posted to A/R and now available as billed revenue. Also
shows the G/L entries made as a result of that posting. Can be printed during the process of
approving claims.

Claims Register

Provides an audit trail of all claims that have been generated in a billing batch.

EMC Journal

Displays patients, claim numbers, service dates, billing codes and modifiers, and units for
each electronic claim line item, in addition to claim and grand totals.

Unbilled

Details charges awaiting billing, and allows sorting by numerous criteria, including patient,
payer, and hold reason.

Receivables
A/R Billed Transaction

Provides a complete history of claim activity – including payment, adjustment, and balance
transfers – for each claim in the reporting period. Details provided include check numbers,
reason codes, and billing codes. Also useful in month-end reporting, as it provides totals for all
claims, payments, and adjustments on the report.

A/R Remittance Report

Reports and totals remittances collected during a specified period.

A/R Transaction Reversals

Provides a list of claims and adjustments that were reverted in a financial accounting period
other than the one in which they originally occurred. This report sorts transactions by site, then
by payer and plan, and then by claim number.

Adjustments by Code

Shows all adjustments for a selected period of time, sorted by Adjustment Code and
subtotaled by Adjustment Reason.

Aging

Presents claim status information for unpaid claims, displayed by user-defined aging buckets.
Supports aging sorted and summarized:
by Patient (Detailed or Summary)
by Payer (Detailed or Summary)
Unbilled by Patient
Unbilled by Payer

Aging – Transactions

Summarizes the dollar value of payments or adjustments that were posted in a given
accounting period in order by payer name or by collector, and ages them. When run for
adjustments, it can be used to report on a specific type of adjustments, such as those that
represent bad debt.
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Collection Note

Prints any single Collection Note on a page with a place for the user to initial or sign and date
it.

G/L Export

Supports the analysis of detailed or summarized General Ledger activity for a given
accounting period.

High Dollar Aging

Presents claim status information for unpaid claims, in order of outstanding balance, displayed
by aging bucket. You can display the report by patient or by payer.

Payments / Adjustments Edit

Provides a preview of the A/R and G/L impact of pending payments and A/R adjustments.

Payments / Adjustments
Posting

Provides an audit trail of the A/R and G/L impact of posted payments and A/R adjustments.
Can be printed when posting a Receivables batch.

PPS Revenue Recognition

Prorates the Medicare Prospective Payment System rate for each episode over the days of
the reporting period.
If you choose to exclude SCICs, the figures on this report will be consistent with what’s
booked to A/R. If you choose to include SCICs, the figures on this report will be a more
accurate reflection of recognizable revenue.

Business
Intelligence
Solutions
Cost and Revenue

Computes the gross profit and projected net income of goods and services provided within a
given timeframe. Cost and revenue values are visible for goods and services not yet
confirmed (Undelivered), in the billing process (Unposted, Unbilled), or Billed. Also allows
analysis by Patient, by Payer (and Plan and Payer Class), by Contract, by Referral Source
(and Referring Organization), by Sales Representative, by Service (and Business Line), by
Charge Code, by claim, by delivery slip, and by date or financial period.

Patient Census

Provides a distinct (each patient once) count of patients who have been on service at any
point in time. The patient census can be analyzed by Service, by Business Line, by Payer,
and by Site. (For a patient to be counted, the patient must have an active case, and at least
one diagnosis and one service.)

Patient Referral

Supports the analysis of the number of patient cases referred for home care during a specified
period of time and the parties responsible for the referral (referrer, referring organization, and
sales rep). Referrals can be selected for inclusion based on date, case status (allowing
exclusion of pending and no go cases), and site. Other pertinent information about each
patient - including physician, payer, and discharging facility - is also available for inclusion in
the report display or data selection.

Patient Visit Census

Provides a distinct count of patients and visits on a monthly basis. For a patient to be counted,
the patient must have an active case, and at least one diagnosis and one service.

PPS

Provides a snapshot of the revenue realized, cost involved and the number of visits by
patients for all episodes in the reporting period. The reporting period is defined as 120 days,
60 days back, and 60 days into the future from today

Rx Statistics

Supports the analysis of the number of new Rxs and refills, and the doses dispensed of each,
during a specified period of time. For each Rx, it provides information about the associated
therapy/service and the type of Rx. It also allows analysis of the workload that each
pharmacist or tech was responsible for.
This report is available for HomecareNet organizations using version 2005 (not 2000) of SQL
Server.
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System
Administration
Audit

Allows the review of changes to audited data and system activity, with a goal of monitoring for
potential security breaches.

Import Log

Lists details about importing a diagnosis list, a surgical procedures list, Unique Physician
Identification Numbers (UPINs), or OASIS assessments from an external file. Details include
the date and time the data was imported and the messages that were generated while the
data was being extracted. For OASIS assessments, it also lists the patients whose OASIS
data was extracted from an external file.

Security Privileges

Produces a report of the security privileges granted to one or more user roles.

Users

Lists user information, including user IDs and names, last login dates and times, the number of
failed login attempts, and whether a user ID has been discontinued.

IVS Conversion
Configuration Option
Worksheet

Lists IVS Configuration Options and the HomecareNet options that they map to.

Conversion Error Log

Reserved for future use.

Invalid NDC Numbers

Lists drugs and supplies with NDC numbers that did not properly convert from IVS to
HomecareNet because the number was improperly formatted in IVS (for example, the number
did not contain any hyphens).

Non-Subscriber Patients

Shows patients who were converted IVS to HomecareNet and where the patient's subscriber
is one of the patient's contacts, and no name and contact type have been selected for the
patient.

Patients to Close

Lists active IVS patients with no recent Service Delivery activity. The patients on this report
should be reviewed and, where appropriate, marked as closed in IVS prior to the conversion.

Patients with Per Diems and
No Contracts

Shows converted IVS patients with current per diem rules for insurers to which no contracts
are assigned.

Payer Addresses

Shows converted IVS patients who have patient-specific insurance addresses. The user will
review this report to determine which addresses should be set up as Payer Claims Offices.

Per Diem Contracts and
Rates

In IVS, per diems are established in contracts, and a specific rate must always be assigned to
a patient. In HomecareNet, per diems are established only in contracts (but in a different way),
and the contract may be overridden for a specific patient. Because of these differences, the
conversion will not attempt to convert per diem rates at all; they will need to be set up again for
each contract.
This is a list of converted IVS contracts that contain per diem rules, and any patients
converted from IVS who are subject to that contract. Also lists the per diem rates assigned to
each patient.

Rx Label Conversions

Prints one of each label image for all current (and presumably converted) Rx orders, in alpha
order by patient name. Pharmacists will use this as a reference as they refill orders and rebuild
label images in HomecareNet.
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